
Overstayer Stereo Compressor

Proper Connections

Power
The compressor requires a 12V DC @minimum 500mA wall adapter with a 2.1mm 
barrel connector that is UL, CE, or TUV/GS approved. 

! *NOTE - Previous versions of the compressor required an 18VAC adapter at 
! 500mA. Please check the rear of the unit for the proper replacement supply

Audio
All audio connections should be balanced pin 2 hot through XLR connectors. The unit is 
setup for balanced +4dBu operation. 
!
Safety
This equipment should NEVER be connected to any devices that have their (safety) 
power cord ground lifted.

Controls

TINT - Subtle lowpass filter to control excessive brightness (2 dB down at 
20KHz).

DRIVE control- Controls the level into the Compressor, driving the amount of 
compression.

DIRT - changes the behavior of the gain reduction to add harmonic distortion.

OUTPUT control - Controls the total output level post BLEND.

GRAB - Expands the frequency range of the detector to react to the full signal 
bandwidth by disengaging the default high pass filter in the side chain.

BLEND - Controls the balance between the compressed (WET) and 
uncompressed signal (DRY) 

A/Rx10 * - Increases the ATTACK controlʼs range by a factor of 10
! * On the variable release mod version this also increases the RELEASE  
! controlʼs range by a factor of 10.
!
ATTACK control - Controls most audibly the Attack time, but also the release time 
on the standard version - 0 being fastest 10 being slowest. 



ALT REL (toggle switch on earlier versions) Standard version only - Engages a 
fast release mode when the A/Rx10 button is engaged, allowing slower attack 
times with faster release times

* ALT REL (toggle switch on earlier versions) Variable release mod version only - 
Engages a 2 stage Auto Release when the A/Rx10 button is engaged. The 
RELEASE control is still active and scales the auto release when it is engaged.

* RELEASE control (Variable release mod version only) - Controls the release 
time - 0 being fastest 10 being slowest.

L/R Link - Links the detectors of both channels.

IN - Engages the compressor circuit. When out the unit is relay bypassed. If 
power is inadvertently lost the relays default to bypass, so no loss of signal will 
occur.

Operation

Both the attack (and release) controls can go 'too fast' to the point where compression 
is not really happening, and often distortion is. This is especially the case when the      
A/Rx10 switch is not engaged. We like the options this offers but if you encounter 
something you do not like in the extreme ranges you can just 'ease it up a bit' and you 
can get into a cleaner range. It's easier to get a feel for the timing controls by first 
running a drum bus through the unit and exploring the range of ATTACK (and Release) 
as knob positions may sit differently than on other compressors.

The meters arbitrarily show compression, green being the lowest amount of gain 
reduction and red being much more gain reduction. Red does not indicate TOO MUCH 
in any way. All the knobs and meters intentionally are labelled this way so you can use 
your ears without thinking some setting looks wrong.

When the L/R link button is not engaged the meter is only referenced to the A input, so 
for mono sources this input should be used.



RACKMOUNT HARDWARE

Single Unit Rack-mount kit
The single unit rack-mount kit includes (1) long rack ear, (1) short rack ear, and (6) 6-32 
machine screws.

Dual Unit Rack-mount Kit
The dual unit rack-mount kit includes (2) short rack ears, (2) joiner brackets, (4) 4-40 
machine screws, and (14) 6-32 machine screws.
For proper alignment the joiner bracket attached to the left unit (on it's right side) must 
be oriented with the countersunk holes to the front, and conversely the bracket attached 
to right unit (on it's left side) must be oriented with it's countersunk holes to the rear of 
the unit. Note both brackets are identical but rotated 180 degrees in relation to each 
other. 
The brackets are fixed to each unit with (4) 6-32 screws each.
The joiners of each unit are then fixed to each other with the (4) 4-40 screws which 
must be tightened with a screwdriver by hand to avoid stripping the tapped holes.
The rack ears are fixed with (3) 6-32 screws each.
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